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Biomarkers in atopic dermatitis
and psoriasis—a Delphi-based
guide through the jungle?
The field of inflammatory skin diseases, with psoriasis (PSO)

and atopic dermatitis (AD) at its forefront, is on the surge of

personalized medicine. Over the past decade, the treatment land-

scape of these diseases has drastically changed, and many new

compounds are in the pipeline.1 Targeted treatments have

become actual game changers to achieve disease control in PSO

and AD. Along with these developments, the insight has

emerged that the efficacy of these medications considerably var-

ies among patients. A complex interplay of genetic, immunologi-

cal and environmental factors contributes to this

heterogeneity.2–4 In AD, for instance, various endo- and pheno-

types have been described and characterized, depending on the

affected area (e.g. head and neck type), the presence/absence of

comorbidities, the patient’s ethnicity or age.3,5,6 This complexity

goes along with the need to stratify patients (1) to optimize the

choice of treatment and (2) to predict treatment response. This

has resulted in a boom of biomarker research. Biomarkers are, as

has stated by the World Health Organization and International

Program on Chemical Safety in 2001, ‘any substance, structure,

or process that can be measured in the body or its products and

influence or predict the incidence of outcome or disease’.7 The

number of publications identifying new possible diagnostic or

predictive biomarkers in AD and PSO is constantly growing and

urges the need to define high-quality criteria to assess their

validity and enable their translation and use in clinical practice.

This task is being tackled in a European research initiative

called BIOMAP (Biomarkers in AD and PSO), a consortium

of researchers, clinicians, industry partners and patient organi-

zation representatives.8 In this context, Ziehfreund et al.9 have

performed a two-round Delphi survey to identify the charac-

teristics of high-quality biomarkers for AD and PSO. A Del-

phi survey is a structured approach to get an expert

consensus based on several rounds of open questions/state-

ments whereby the experts do not have to meet in person—

an advantage in times with an ongoing pandemic.10 In the

present study, three open questions were asked about the

requirements of biomarkers, obstacles concerning their imple-

mentation and desired outcomes. Based on the answers, 26

statements were developed and rated in the second round.

Reliability and the importance of the positive predictive value

were rated as the highest priorities among the assessed

statements about biomarkers. This underlines the importance

of validation of biomarkers to ensure their utility in a clinical

setting.

The work of Ziehfreund et al. is an important first step to

help identify standardized quality characteristics and to point

out gaps in the current research landscape for biomarkers in

AD/PSO. Future studies should further dissect the disease-speci-

fic needs of biomarkers and solicit experts involved in biomarker

discovery, validation and translation to enable the development

of recommendations/guidelines in this area. As the experts of

this publication agree on, a good biomarker should be relevant,

reliable, valid and have a high positive predictive value. And the

more personalized medicine gets, the more important meaning-

ful biomarkers become.
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